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Green Sail: Sail green, Keep our sea clean
Our second meeting in Split was with the

association Green Sail. Ornela Krezić, a member of the
association, welcomed us in their office to present their
work and aspirations.

Green Sail: empowering greener nautical activities on the Adriatic Sea
With the boating industry booming for the past 7-8 years in Croatia, local

infrastructures are under increasing pressure and many material and environmental
problems are emerging. Croatia has the biggest flotilla in the world, meaning the biggest
number of sailing boats for rent. Split, Šibenik and Zadar areas are the areas with highest
concentration of sailing tourism in Croatia. This implies a lot of back and forth trips by cruise
ships, private yachts, tourist boats... The aim of the association is to create a network in the
nautical sector, to involve more and more nautical companies in their programs and to try to
educate the main actors of this sector to reduce the pressure on the environment.

Green Sail is an NGO founded in 2015. It stems from the will of the company Sail
Croatia, an English travel agency, which wanted to expand its tourism activity and create
environmental action workshops (for example via beach cleaning), but did not succeed in
developing them. The NGO was therefore created for this purpose. Even if it receives
donations or participates in calls for projects, it is Sail Croatia that mainly contributes to the
association's funds

Programs in partnership with local businesses and tourists
To help the nautical sector become more responsible, Green Sail works with sailing

companies, travel agencies and tourists, in two main programs (and other smaller ones
that we will not detail here).

The first one is a "Yacht Charter", which helps nautical companies to become more
environmentally friendly through employee education, online and onboard materials,
consultancies and awareness rising. The first course is called “Introduction to Croatia”.
Sailors who complete the short 20 minute course will be well equipped to set sail in Croatia
safely and efficiently, with a reduced risk of damage onboard their charter yacht (and
possible additional costs). It provides tips to improve sailing techniques. Indeed, the boats
that come to Croatia come from all over the world, and the navigation techniques are not all
the same. Therefore, bad practices cause material damage to boats and infrastructures. This
damage is then reflected in the sea and the environment. It is therefore important that every
company or individual who comes to moor in Croatia (and Split in particular) is aware of local
practices and adapts to the infrastructure.The association also offers tourism companies
awareness-raising materials to communicate to tourists, such as a checklist of good
behavior when customers make a reservation online.

The second program, called "Marina Program", is focusing on waste management in
marinas, also through employee education, materials, awareness raising activities, clean
ups and consultancies. Another activity of the association is also the realization of "Eco Walk
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Tour" in the city center. Eco Walk Talk is a classical walking tour that also combines
awareness rising about environmental topics that the local community faces.

Difficult beginnings but a constantly improving activity
The nautical sector is made up of many actors: in addition to tourists, we must take

into account local captains who have been sailing for years, the yacht staff, directors of
nautical companies, mechanics and other technical professionals... It is sometimes difficult
to reach them or to make them understand the real and urgent issues that the sector faces.
Ornela confides that she is often told "Look at this crystal clear water, the sea can handle
anything!” This is why the work of awareness and education is so important: it is necessary
to explain the problems of microplastics and the importance of marine biodiversity
(Posidonia oceanica, the amazon of the sea bed). It is also necessary to constantly improve
nautical technologies to solve the problem of wastewater from boats for example and to fight

against bad practices (we saw many locals throwing their cigarette
butts into the sea...). But little by little, awareness is growing and
the association is expanding. At the beginning, they had to
approach companies, but now companies come and join by
themselves. These partnerships are based simply on the common
benefits of improved practices and on their commercial image
(there is no direct economic benefit on either side). More than
2,000 yachts are currently equipped with "Green Flag''. This
means that they have started an education process with Green
Sail and are trying to implement sustainable practices on board.

The Covid-19 crisis has affected their activities. Indeed, a significant drop in tourism
and coastal frequentation logically hit the activity of Split. However, this has allowed Green
Sail to develop its online activity, especially through tutorials or videos explaining good
sailing practices (online conferences, educative videos...). Thus, foreign sailors that come for
the first time to Croatia can learn about local mooring or navigation methods before their trip,
which reduces the time of explanation on site and the possible anxiety caused by a first stay
in Croatia. The NGO will continue to develop these trainings and to promote these activities
online, even with the resumption, little by little, of their activities in Split and in Croatia.

An international association in full expansion
In addition to their activities in Croatia,

Green Sail has been developing partnerships in
Greece, Panama and Israel since 2019. With the
end of the pandemic, it continues to grow and
welcomes about 30 volunteers from all over the
world every year. Their future ambitions lie in the
development of their international, digital and
educational activities. Many things need to be
improved in terms of navigation technologies but also in terms of local behavior. Experts
from the company Sail Croatia are also here to help them develop technical systems to
reduce pollution or concrete solutions for green tourism. The wheels are in motion, everyone
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becomes aware of his own responsibility and the consequences of his actions so that all the
actors together develop sustainable and responsible lifestyles.

Conclusion: towards a more responsible nautical sector in the Adriatic
Green Sail is an NGO that seeks to reduce the environmental

pressure of the nautical sector in Split and more widely around the
Adriatic Sea. Through partnerships with companies in the sector and
increased awareness of stakeholders, it aims to improve the practices of all
in developing a more responsible and sustainable tourism. Always open to
welcoming volunteers, they are open to welcome interns during the summer
season. Accommodation could even be proposed to you just a few steps
away from the Diocletian's Palace in the city center.

Contact :
Ornela Krezić, Green Sail Manager
ornela@green-sail.com
https://www.green-sail.com/
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